
OPENING HOURS
Singapore Flyer and Time Capsule:
10am – 10pm 
(last admission at 9:30pm)

Visit our official website for the latest opening schedule.

Premium Experiences include complimentary admission to Time Capsule.

*Applicable for children aged 3 to 12. Child below the age of 3 enjoys complimentary admission. 
**Applicable for Singapore Citizens and Permanent Residents aged 60 and above.

TICKETING

Book or learn more at 
singaporeflyer.com

Official projection partner

R65

OPENING HOURS
Singapore Flyer and Time Capsule:
10am – 10pm 
(last admission at 9:30pm)

Visit our official website for the latest opening schedule.

Premium Experiences include complimentary admission to Time Capsule.

*Applicable for children aged 3 to 12. Child below the age of 3 enjoys complimentary admission. 
**Applicable for Singapore Citizens and Permanent Residents aged 60 and above.

R65 will be your dedicated guide today!

A tribute to Singapore, R65 stands for ‘Robot’ and 
‘1965’ – the year Singapore gained independence. 
Resembling a little red dot – just like Singapore on the 
world map – R65 embodies the free-spirit, intellect and 
charisma of a maverick, embracing challenges in times 
of change for a future with infinite possibilities. 

EMBARK ON A MULTISENSORY 
SINGAPORE JOURNEY

EXPLORE THE

Journey Like Never Before

AT SINGAPORE FLYER

TIME CAPSULE

ATTRACTION ATTRACTION 

EMBARK ON A MULTISENSORY 
SINGAPORE JOURNEY
Round off your immersive adventure with a flight aboard the 
Singapore Flyer. While you awe at the beauty of present-day 
Singapore from 165 metres high, learn about its places of 
interest with the in-capsule guide before exploring them on foot. 
Elevate your experience with an array of premium experiences 
from champagne, Singapore Sling to an exquisite dinner in the 
skies.

All information is correct at the time of printing. 

AdultCurrency: Singapore Dollar Child* Senior**

$40

$79 $31

$25 $25

Premium Champagne

Singapore Flyer 
+ Time Capsule

165 Sky Dining
by Singapore Flyer

Singapore Sling
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$79 
(Applicable for guests aged 18 and above)

Dinner for two guests at $520

新加坡摩天轮

singaporeflyer

30 Raffles Ave, Singapore 039803

Singapore Flyer Official



Welcome to Time Capsule, a multisensory attraction of 
Singapore’s rich history, heritage, culture and landscape. 
Be enthralled by our past, encounter our present and 
envision our future. Meet myths, legends and giants 
through a whole new lens. It’s the Singapore story like 
you’ve never seen.

JOURNEY 
THROUGH THE 
SINGAPORE STORY

Blaze through 
Singapore’s influences 
and aspirations that 
guided its meteoric rise 
as a developed nation. 
Wonder at the future 
and possibilities the 
nation holds.

Matrix of 
Possibilities

Wade through the 
skies as you admire 
Singapore from high 
up above. Enter the 
doorways of 
Singapore and 
discover heritage, 
culture and 
landscape.

Teleportal

Exit Time Portal
End your journey 
with a picture and 
become a part of 
R65’s memory orb.
#SGflyerTimeCapsule

River of Time

If rivers could talk, 
the Singapore River 
would have a rich 
treasure of trove of 
tales. Marvel at the 
transformation of 
Singapore – from a 
new era of a free 
trade port to the first 
land reclamation
along the Singapore 
River and beyond.

CONTINUE YOUR 
JOURNEY BY 

ADDING ON A 
SINGAPORE FLYER

FLIGHT

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

Through R65’s 
memory orbs, 
catch a glimpse of 
the arrival of 
migrants and 
pioneers, who 
against the odds, 
made this place 
their home.

R65 Memories

Travel 700 years back to the 
nation’s founding years 
shrouded in myths and 
folklore. Be enthralled by 
the legend which inspired 
Singapore’s name, 
Singapura (the “Lion City” 
in Malay), as well as stories 
of Malay folklore.

Island of Myths

Come admire the harmony 
of Singapore’s melting pot 
of cultures and races. 

Kaleidoscope Walk

LEVEL 1

Through R65’s 
memory orbs, 
catch a glimpse of 
the arrival of 
migrants and 
pioneers, who 
against the odds, 
made this place 
their home.

R65 Memories
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If rivers could talk, 

Travel 700 years back to the Travel 700 years back to the 
nation’s founding years nation’s founding years 
shrouded in myths and shrouded in myths and 
folklore. Be enthralled by 
the legend which inspired 
Singapore’s name, 
Singapura (the “Lion City” 
in Malay), as well as stories 
of Malay folklore.

Island of MythsIsland of Myths

Ignite your imagination 
beyond your wildest dreams 
with a breathtaking
extravaganza showcasing 
the possibilities Singapore 
has to offer.

Infinity Space

Wade through the Wade through the 
skies as you admire 
Singapore from high Singapore from high 

TeleportalTeleportal

Travel 700 years back to the 
nation’s founding years 
shrouded in myths and shrouded in myths and 
folklore. Be enthralled by folklore. Be enthralled by 
the legend which inspired the legend which inspired 
Singapore’s name, Singapore’s name, 
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in Malay), as well as stories 
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Island of Myths

Travel 700 years back to the Travel 700 years back to the 
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folklore. Be enthralled by folklore. Be enthralled by 
the legend which inspired the legend which inspired 
Singapore’s name, 
Singapura (the “Lion City” 
in Malay), as well as stories 
of Malay folklore.
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Ignite your imagination 
beyond your wildest dreams 
with a breathtaking
extravaganza showcasing extravaganza showcasing 
the possibilities Singapore possibilities Singapore 
has to offer.

Infinity Space
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Singapore’s influences 
and aspirations that 
guided its meteoric rise 
as a developed nation. 
Wonder at the future 
and possibilities the 
nation holds.
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along the Singapore 
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the arrival of 
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made this place 
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LEVEL 2

Singapore from high Singapore from high 
up above. Enter the up above. Enter the 
doorways of doorways of 
Singapore and Singapore and 
discover heritage, discover heritage, discover heritage, 
culture and culture and 
landscape.

Come admire the harmony Come admire the harmony Come admire the harmony Come admire the harmony Come admire the harmony 
of Singapore’s melting pot of Singapore’s melting pot of Singapore’s melting pot 

Kaleidoscope WalkKaleidoscope WalkKaleidoscope WalkKaleidoscope Walk

Wade through the Wade through the 
skies as you admire skies as you admire 
Singapore from high Singapore from high 

TeleportalTeleportalTeleportalTeleportal

Come admire the harmony Come admire the harmony 
of Singapore’s melting pot of Singapore’s melting pot 

Kaleidoscope WalkKaleidoscope WalkKaleidoscope Walk

Singapore’s influences 
and aspirations that 
guided its meteoric rise 
as a developed nation. 
Wonder at the future 
and possibilities the 

Exit Time Portal
End your journey 
with a picture and 
become a part of 
R65’s memory orb.
#SGflyerTimeCapsule

CONTINUE YOUR 
JOURNEY BY 

ADDING ON A 
SINGAPORE FLYER

FLIGHT


